Abstract E cient Method of Moments (EMM) is used to estimate and test continuous time di usion models for stock returns and interest rates. For stock returns, a four-state, two-factor di usion with one state observed can account for the dynamics of the daily return on the S&P composite index, 1927{1987. This contrasts with results indicating that discrete-time, stochastic volatility models cannot explain these dynamics. For interest rates, a trivariate yield factor model is estimated from weekly, 1962{1995, Treasury rates. The yield factor model is sharply rejected, although extensions permitting convexities in the local variance come closer to tting the data.
Introduction and Summary
In this article, we estimate and test several multi-state, multi-factor, di usion models of stock returns and interest rates that are expressed as systems of stochastic di erential equations (SDE). Using daily returns on the S&P Composite Index, 1927{1987, we sequentially determine a four-state, continuous-time, asymmetric, stochastic volatility model by means the informative E cient Method of Moments (EMM) diagnostics proposed by Gallant and Tauchen (1996a) . This model has two Brownian forcing terms, or factors, and observables are generated by sampling the last of the four states at a daily frequency. Using weekly, 1962{1995, observations on the term structure at three months, one year, and ten years, we t several variants of the Yield Factor Model proposed by Du e and Kan (1993) . This is a three-state model with three Brownian forcing terms. The three states are sampled at weekly frequency to generate observables. All variants of the Yield Factor Model are sharply rejected by the data, although the variants that have convex local variance function do better than those that do not.
We use and extend the Gallant and Long (1997) adaptation of the EMM estimator proposed by Bansal, Gallant, Hussey, and Tauchen (1993, 1995) . The estimator is a minimum chi-square, method of moments estimator. The moment function that enters the chi-squared criterion is the expectation | with respect to the invariant measure determined by discretely sampling the continuous-time system | of the score of a transition density proposed by Gallant and Tauchen (1989) in connection with nonparametric time series analysis. The value of the optimized objective function is asymptotically chi-squared, and thus it can be used for forming con dence intervals and testing system adequacy.
The nonparametric density has three identi able components: a linear location function, which is a function of past observations, an ARCH scale function, which is a function of past observations, and a Hermite polynomial, which is a function of both contemporaneous and past observations. If a tted stochastic di erential equation is rejected by the diagnostic tests, then studentized scores associated with the parameters of the three components suggest how the system can be modi ed to improve the t.
The estimator is similar in some respects to the dynamic simulation estimators proposed
by Du e and Singleton (1993), Ingram and Lee (1991) , and others. Very long simulations are used to compute expectations given a candidate value of the parameter vector. It di ers from these in recommending speci c moment functions that guarantee e ciency rather than permitting ad hoc selection. EMM is less computationally demanding than the simulation estimator proposed by Gourieroux, Monfort, and Renault (1993) and Broze, Scaillet, Zakoian (1995) because it circumvents computation of a binding function and a Hessian at each candidate parameter value. Related estimation strategies for stochastic di erential equations are due to A t-Sahalia (1996) and Hansen and Scheinkman (1995) . Both strategies rely on moment functions computed directly from the data, rather than moment functions computed by simulation, and they require the state to be fully observed in order to estimate all of the parameters. Hansen and Scheinkman (1995) obtain conditions on the in nitesimal generator determined by the system that guarantee a strong law of large numbers and a central limit theorem for discretely sampled observations. When a strong law holds, the minimum chi-square estimator proposed here is consistent. The smoothness conditions discussed in Gallant and Long (1997) are required for asymptotic normality and e ciency, but not for consistency.
Direct application of maximum likelihood, in general, is more di cult than the methods proposed here, even when the state is completely observed, because determining the discrete time transition density, in general, requires solving partial di erential equations numerically (Lo, 1988) . The numerical methods required here are similar to Runge-Kutta methods for ordinary di erential equations and are therefore much easier to implement. In addition, direct maximum likelihood estimation does not a ord suggestive diagnostics.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we describe the minimum chi-square estimator and diagnostic tests. In Section 3 we describe the Gallant-Tauchen nonparametric time-series estimator. In Section 4 we discuss methods for simulating systems of stochastic di erential equation. In Section 5 we review recent work on tting discrete time stochastic volatility models and then estimate continuous time models of stock returns. In Section 6 we estimate various continuous time models of the term structure of interest rates, starting with the Yield-Factor Model of Du e and Kan (1993) and proceeding on to various extensions suggested by model diagnostics.
E cient Method of Moments
We should like to estimate the parameter that appears in the system of stochastic di erential equations dU t = A(U t ; )dt + B(U t ; )dW t 0 t < 1:
The parameter has dimension p ; the (Gihman and Skorohod, 1972) .
The system is observed at equally spaced time intervals t = 0; 1; : : : and selected characteristics y t?L = T(U t ) t = 0; 1; : : :
of the state are recorded, where y t is an M-dimensional vector and L > 0 is the number of lagged variables that enter formulas which follow. It will be important throughout to distinguish data, simulations, and random variables: Data are denoted by fỹ t g n t=?L ; simulations by fŷ t g N t=?L ; and the random variables to which they correspond by fy t g 1 t=?L .
An example is the continuous time version of the stochastic volatility model that has been proposed by Clark (1973) , Tauchen and Pitts (1983) , and others, as a description of speculative markets. For daily price observations on two securities the model is dU 1t = ( 1 ? 2 U 1t )dt + 3 dW 1t dU 2t = ( 4 ? 5 U 2t )dt + 6 exp(U 1t )dW 2t dU 3t = ( 7 ? 8 U 3t )dt + 9 exp(U 1t )dW 3t 9 > > > > > = > > > > > ; 0 t < 1 y 1t = U 2t y 2t = U 3t 9 > = > ; t = 0; 1; :::; n U 1t represents an unobserved ow of new information to the market that in uences the volatility of asset prices U 2t and U 3t by changing the instantaneous conditional variances of U 2t and U 3t . The observed dataỹ 1t andỹ 2t are prices at the end of each trading day. To achieve identi cation in estimation, a normalization rule such as 9 = 1 should be imposed. We should remark that one does not have to restrict attention to models where latent variables a ect only volatility. They can a ect the drift as well; see, for instance, Andersen and Lund (1996a, 1996b where fŷ t g N t=?L is realization of length N + L + 1 from the system. This assumes that g is integrable and that either U 0 is a sample from the stationary distribution of U t or that a longer realization was observed and enough initial observations were discarded for transients to have dissipated. Methods for generating fŷ t g N t=?L are described in Section 4. Gallant and Tauchen (1996a) proposed an estimator that is applicable in this instance which they termed E cient Method of Moments (EMM). It would be regarded a minimum chi-square estimator in the statistics literature and a generalized method of moments (GMM) estimator in the econometrics literature.
The method requires a preliminary summary of the data that takes the form of a projection of the data onto a transition density f(y t jy t?L ; : : :; y t?1 ; ). Projection is accomplished by estimating from the data by means of quasi maximumlikelihood and using the estimated transition density f(y t jy t?L ; : : : ; y t?1 ;~ n ) to represent the data in subsequent computations.
The transition density used for data summary is called the auxiliary model. This is very much like a su ciency reduction of the data and would, in fact, be a su ciency reduction if the joint density f(y ?L ; : : : ; y 0 j ) implied by the auxiliary model encompasses the joint density p(y ?L ; : : :; y 0 j ) implied by the SDE. As the analogy with su ciency suggests, if the auxiliary model is a good description of the data, then the EMM estimator will have high e ciency (Tauchen, 1996) ; and if the auxiliary model actually encompasses the family of transition densities implied by (1), then the EMM estimator is fully e cient (Gallant and Tauchen, 1996a) . In Section 3 we describe the SNP model proposed by Gallant and Nychka (1987) . Gallant and Long (1997) argmin m 0 ( ;~ n )(Ĩ n ) ?1 m( ;~ n ):
The asymptotics of the estimator, which are derived in Gallant and Tauchen (1996a) is the correct model, C = n m 0 (^ n ;~ n )(Ĩ n ) ?1 m(^ n ;~ n )
is asymptotically chi-squared on p ? p degrees freedom. Under the null hypothesis H : h( o ) = 0; where h maps < p into < q ; L = n h m 0 (^ n ;~ n )(Ĩ n ) ?1 m(^ n ;~ n ) ? m 0 (^ n ;~ n )(Ĩ n ) ?1 m(^ n ;~ n ) i is asymptotically chi-squared on q degrees freedom wherê
A Wald con dence interval on an element i of can by constructed in the usual way from an asymptotic standard error p^
ii . A standard error may be obtained by computing the Jacobian M n ( ; ) numerically and taking the estimated asymptotic variance^ ii to be the i-th diagonal element of^ = (1=n) (M n ) 0 (Ĩ n ) ?1 (M n )] ?1 . These intervals, which are symmetric, are somewhat misleading because they do not re ect the rapid increase in the EMM objective function s n ( ) = m 0 ( ;~ n )(Ĩ n ) ?1 m( ;~ n ) when i approaches a value for which simulations from dU t = A(U t ; )dt + B(U t ; )dW t become explosive. Con dence intervals obtained by inverting the criterion di erence test L do re ect this phenomenon and are therefore more useful. To invert the test one puts in the interval those i for which L for the hypothesis o i = i is less than the critical point of a chi-squared random variable on one degree freedom. To avoid re-optimization one may use the approximation n =^ n + i ?^ in ii^ (i) in the formula for L where^ (i) is the i-th column of^ :
When C = n m 0 (^ n ;~ n )(Ĩ n ) ?1 m(^ n ;~ n ) exceeds the chi-squared critical point one would like some suggestions as to what is wrong. Because
inspection of the t-ratiosT n = S ?1 n p n m(^ n ;~ n ); where S n = diagfĨ n ? (M n 
Di erent elements of the score correspond to di erent characteristics of the data. Large tratios reveal the characteristics that are not well approximated. For this purpose, the quasit-ratiosT n = (diagĨ n ) 1=2 ] ?1 p n m(^ n ;~ n ); which are under-estimates, are usually adequate and are cheaper to compute because they avoid numerical approximation toM n .
Regularity conditions su cient to imply the results above and identi cation issues are discussed in Gallant and Long (1997) and references therein. Our experience has been that a reliable indicator of a lack of identi cation is numerical instability due to poor conditioning of the Hessian approximation when using a good quality quasi-Newton optimization algorithm. In our experience, the cause of identi cation problems has usually been an auxiliary model that is not rich enough to completely represent the dynamics rather than problems with the speci cation of the continuous time system. For example, a continuous time stochastic volatility model such as that above cannot be estimated from an auxiliary model that does not have an ARCH-like component. If the auxiliary model is mean reverting, then this forces mean reversion on the estimated continuous time system (Tauchen, 1997) . Thus, ergodicity is essentially forced upon the estimated continuous time system by the EMM methodology.
Fortran code and a User's Guide in PostScript that implement the EMM estimator using f(y t jx t?1 ; ) as described in Section 3 as the auxiliary model are available by anonymous ftp at site ftp.econ.duke.edu in directory pub/get/emm. (v) may be deleted provided that those log g K (y t jx t?1 ; ) that become too small to have machine representation during an optimization of the log likelihood are put to the smallest number that the machine can represent. In tests, optimizations using this strategy have been more e cient and stable than methods that retained the term 0 (v): With the term deleted, a change of location and scale prior to conditioning, and some rearrangement of polynomial coe cients, the conditional density can be put in the form (Gallant, Hsieh, and Tauchen, 1991) h K (y t jx t?1 ; ) = fP R ?1 (y ? x t?1 ); x t?1 ]g 2 R ?1 (y ? x t?1 )] j det(R)j 1=2 R P(z; x t?1 )] 2 (z) dz where
and R is an upper triangular matrix. We permit P(z; x) to depend on L p L lags and x t?1 to depend on L u L lags, which means some of the coe cients of P(z; x) and of x may be zero. We refer to x as the location function and to P 2 (z; x) (z) as the Hermite polynomial.
The model's ability to approximate conditionally heteroskedastic data is much improved if the Hermite polynomial is relieved of the task. This may be done by replacing R above by R We refer to R x as the scale function and to f(y t jx t?1 ; ) as the SNP density.
The vector of the SNP density contains the coe cients A = a ] of the Hermite polynomial, the coe cients b 0 ; B] of the location function, and the coe cients 0 ; P] of the scale function. To achieve identi cation, the coe cient a 0;0 is set to 1.
When M is large, coe cients a corresponding to monomials z that represent high order interactions can be set to zero with little e ect on the adequacy of approximations.
Let I z = 0 indicate that no interaction coe cients are set to zero, I z = 1 indicate that coe cients corresponding to interactions z of order larger than K z ? 1 are set to zero, and so on; similarly for L p ; x ; and I x :
We also nd that setting the elements of P to zero that correspond to the o -diagonal elements of R x can improve the stability of optimizations with little e ect on the adequacy of approximations.
Lastly, outliers y t?j entering the variance function R x can be destabilizing; to some extent this is true for P(z; x) and x as well. Stability can be improved without a ecting theoretical results by replacing x i;t?j withx i;t?j = 8 exp 2(x i;t?j ? y i )=s i ]=f1+exp 2(x i;t?j ? y i )=s i ]g?4 in the formulas for x ; R x ; and P(z; x); where y i denotes the sample mean of the data, i.e., y i = 1=(n+L+1)] P n t=?Lỹ it for i = 1; : : :; M; and s i denotes the sample standard deviation. We nd this modi ed logistic transformation to be bene cial in applications involving strongly mean reverting data. However, with persistent data, we nd that a sensitivity to outliers seems to help keep out of explosive regions during EMM optimizations so that using the logistic transform with persistent data is ill-advised. The currently distributed SNP code contains a spline transformation to be used instead of the logistic with persistent data that seems to work well. However, that transform was developed after the work reported here.
Some structural characteristics of f(y t jx t?1 ; ) might be noted. If K z ; K x ; and L r and are put to zero then f(y t jx t?1 ; ) is a Gaussian vector autoregression. If K x and L r are put to zero then f(y t jx t?1 ; ) is a non-Gaussian vector autoregression with homogeneous innovations. If K z and K x are put to zero then f(y t jx t?1 ; ) is a Gaussian ARCH model. If K x is put to zero then f(y t jx t?1 ; ) is a non-Gaussian ARCH model with homogeneous innovations. If K z > 0; K x > 0; L p > 0; L > 0; and L r > 0 then f(y t jx t?1 ; ) is a general nonlinear process with heterogeneous innovations.
Fortran code, a User's Guide in PostScript, and PC executables for maximum likelihood estimation of the parameters of the SNP density are available by anonymous ftp at site ftp.econ.duke.edu in directory pub/arg/snp. A simulation fŷ t g N t=?L for graphical display or for computation of statistics such as density estimates may be generated similarly using an explicit order 1 strong scheme. For the results in Subsection 5.4, time t is in days and n 0 = 24; which implies that the simulation step-size, = 1=24; is one hour. The formulae for the two schemes used here are given in Gallant and Tauchen (1996b) and are available by anonymous ftp from ftp.econ.duke.edu in directory pub/arg/libf as les weak2.f and stng1.f; also at the same site is weak2s.f, which is a stopped-process variant of weak2.f that is useful in connection with EMM estimation with compilers that do not handle NaN's according to IEEE standards. These routines represent certain choices of tuning parameters on our part to schemes from Kloeden and Platen (1992, p. 347, p. 376, p. 486) . The weak scheme is valid for autonomous systems dU t = A(U t ; )dt +B(U t ; )dW t only. The strong scheme is valid for non-autonomous systems dU t = A(t; U t ; )dt + B(t; U t ; )dW t as well. Discussions of the numerical properties of these schemes and some experience with them are in Gallant and Long (1997) .
Simulations from Stochastic Di erential Equations
A reader has remarked that since we are averaging over the stationary distribution, there is no need to discard the intermediate sample points. That is, for the example above, we could have averaged over the hourly points rather than the daily. In principle the reader is correct, and we intend future experiments to determine if retaining the intermediate sampled points leads to improved numerical accuracy without inducing undesirable side e ects.
5 Stock Prices
Data and Auxiliary Models
The data is a long time series comprised of 16,127 daily observations on adjusted movements of the Standard and Poor's Composite Price Index, 1928{87. This series is exactly the same as the univariate stock series used in Gallant, Rossi, and Tauchen (1992) . As described in Gallant, Rossi, and Tauchen (1992) , the raw series fS t g 16;127 t=0 is converted to a price movements series f S t = 100 log(S t ) ? log(S t?1 )]g 16;127 t=1 and then is adjusted for systematic calendar e ects in location and scale to obtain the series fỹ t g 16;127?L t=1?L for analysis. Financial data are known to exhibit calendar e ects, that is, systematic shifts in location and scale due to di erent trading patterns across days of the week, holidays, and year-end tax trading. Calendar e ects comprise a very small portion of the total variation in the series, although they should be accounted for in order not to adversely a ect analysis.
We estimated the parameters of the SNP auxiliary model f(yjx; ) from these data by quasi maximum likelihood, selecting the values L u = 2; L r = 18; L p = 2; K z = 4; I z = 0; K x = 1; and I x = 0 for the tuning parameters as in Gallant, Rossi, and Tauchen (1992) . If the logistic transformation is applied to x as described in Section 3 then the model is denoted as NN-L. If we impose K x = 0 then the SNP density is a form of ARCH model with conditionally homogeneous, non-Gaussian innovations that is similar to the semiparametric ARCH model considered by Engle and Gonzales-Rivera (1991 If the logistic transformation is applied to x then the model is denoted as SA-L.
Discrete Time Stochastic Volatility Models
Gallant, Hsieh, and Tauchen (1997) t a large number of the discrete time stochastic volatility models taken from the literature using the EMM method with both the Semiparametric ARCH Score and the Nonlinear Nonparametric Score. Their work is summarized in two tables reproduced here as Tables 1 and 2. ||||||||||||{ Table 1 about here  ||||||||||||{   ||||||||||||{  Table 2 about here ||||||||||||{ The idea is to allow a deviation from the Gaussian speci cation by transforming z t through a di erentiable quadratic spline that has one knot at zero. To achieve identi cation, the constraints (2 ) ?1=2 R vT z (v) exp(?v 2 =2)dv = 0 and (2 ) ?1=2 R v 2 T z (v) exp(?v 2 =2)dv = 1 are imposed on the b zj . Bollerslev and Mikkelsen (1996) , Ding, Granger, and Engle (1993) , and Breidt, Crato, Lima (1994) present evidence that long-memory models like those of Granger and Joyeux (1980) might be needed to account for the high degree of persistence in nancial volatility. Harvey (1993) contains an extensive discussion of the properties of long memory in stochastic volatility models. The long-memory stochastic volatility model is The stock price data is in terms of price movements from yesterday's close to today's. This is for two reasons. The rst is that using price movement data permits direct comparison with the results of Gallant, Hsieh, and Tauchen (1997) and Tauchen (1992, 1993) . The second is that the critical assumptions of stationarity and ergodicity are questionable for stock market data in either levels or logs. Modi cation to the EMM theory and methodology would be required if these assumptions are violated.
Within-day price movement may be obtained from a continuous time model such as above using S t+s = y t+s ? h ts ; where S t+s = log(S t+s ) ? log(S t ); 0 < s 1; t = 0; 1; : : : ; and h ts is a conditionally deterministic function such that h t0 = y t and h t1 = 0: Two examples for h ts are h ts = S t ? S t?1+s and h ts = (1 ? s)y t : Any choice of h ts is an assumption as to how prices evolve during the day, and h t0 = y t is the assumption that prices do not change overnight. If within day price data were available then overnight price changes could be permitted and the functional form of h ts identi ed. To obtain level data at time t + s use log(S t+s ) = log(S ?1 ) + ( P t j=0 y j )=100 + ( S t+s )=100 with 0 < s 1; t = 0; 1; : : : . For some purposes it may also be necessary to apply the inverse of the calendar e ects adjustment that was applied to the data to the series fy j g t j=0 prior to computing the sum P t j=0 y j :
The models considered may be thought of as variants on a model with rst order drift and constant di usion FD dX t = (a x + a xx X t )dt + (b x2 )dW 2t y t?L = X t t = 0; 1; : : : or on a model with second order drift and constant di usion SD dX t = (a x + V t )dt + (b x2 )dW 2t dV t = (a vv V t + a vx X t )dt y t?L = X t t = 0; 1; : : : Note that the forcing terms are applied to the rst equation (velocity) rather than the second (acceleration) as one might expect from the control literature. This is done to preserve the Brownian motion avor of sample paths { continuous and nondi erentiable { of the rst order model. If forcing were added to the second equation rather than the rst, then sample paths would be continuous and di erentiable.
As we shall see later, both a second order drift and some transformation to X t are required in order to match the moments implied by the Nonlinear Nonparametric Score. Accordingly, we consider second order drift models with spline-transformed output hereafter. The di usion can be modi ed by adding an term that will induce conditional heteroskedasticity 
Continuous-Time Estimation
The rst speci cations that we considered were a few variations on the rst order drift class of models, FD. Using the procedure described in Section 2 we obtained the chi-squared values shown in the rst block of Table 3; Tables 4 and 5 show the values of the drift and di usion parameters corresponding to these ts. All FD speci cations are sharply rejected.
||||||||||||{ Table 3 Table 4 about here ||||||||||||{ ||||||||||||{ Table 5 about here ||||||||||||{ The quasi-t-ratios displayed as a bar chart in the upper panel of Figure 1 suggest why rst order drift class of models are rejected. The large quasi-t-ratio b 2 in the location function implies that rst order drift is not adequate: matching the moments of a discrete-time second order autoregression will require second order drift in continuous time. The large quasi-t-ratios for the Hermite polynomial suggest the need of a transformation to the output X t : The quantile-quantile plot to the right of the bar chart in the upper panel of Figure 1 implies that this transformation should have the e ect of thickening the tails by decreasing the magnitude of observations to the left of the median and increasing those to the right. If > 0 the transform is twice continuously di erentiable which allows application of Ito's lemma in order to determine a nal expression for the model as a stochastic di erential equation.
We next tried a second order drift with second order stochastic volatility model with spline transform and asymmetry, SD ? S ? SSV ? A. Using the procedure described in Section 2, we obtained the chi-squared values shown in the second block of Table 3 . From Tables 3 and 5 it appears that increasing would produce a satisfactory t, but during the course of the optimizations it became apparent that the second order stochastic volatility is not needed and that rst order would su ce. We therefore continued as shown in the last block of Table 3 . The value = 1:4 produces satisfactory ts as seen from the last panels of Tables 3 and 5 dH t = (a h + a hh H t )dt + (b h1 + b hh1 H t )dW 1t + (b h2 )dW 2t 0 t < 1 dX t = (a x + V t )dt + (b x2 + b xx2 jX t j + e Ht )dW 2t dV t = (a vv V t + a vx X t )dt dZ t = (a x + V t )T 0 (X t ; b 2 ; b 3 ) + 1 2 (b x2 + b xx2 jX t j + e Ht )T 00 (X t ; b 2 ; b 3 )]dt + (b x2 + b xx2 jX t j + e Ht )T 0 (X t ; b 2 ; b 3 )dW 2t y t?L = Z t t = 0; 1; : : : Table 6 presents Wald and criterion di erence 95% con dence intervals for the parameters of the preferred t. Table 6 about here ||||||||||||{ A reader has remarked that the quasi-t-ratios shown in Figure 1 have not been orthogonalized so that, due to multicolinearity, there is no guarantee that a modi cation to the model suggested by the largest quasi-t-ratio is necessarily the best possible modi cation one might make. The reader is correct in this, some other modi cation might be better and perhaps orthogonalization, which is numerically feasible, might be bene cial. Nonetheless, our experience to date has been that a model augmentation strategy as outlined above does lead us to improved ts. Moreover, even if the quasi-t-ratios turn out to be misleading, the diagnostics shown in Table 3 protect one from actual error. The worst that can happen is that some time is wasted in tting a models that are eventually rejected.
||||||||||||{
6 The Term Structure
Term Structure Data and the Auxiliary Model
The data are 1,735 weekly observations, January 5, 1962 { March 31, 1995, on three interest rates: the three month Treasury Bill rate from the secondary market (TBILL03M), the twelve month Treasury Bill rate from the secondary market (TBILL12M), and a ten year constant maturity Treasury Bond rate (TBOND10Y). Friday rates are used except when unavailable due to a holiday, in which case the Thursday rate is used. We putỹ t = (TBILL03M t TBILL12M t TBOND10Y t ) 0 2 < 3 as the observed variable. Figure 2 shows plots of the three series.
||||||||||||{
Figure 2 about here ||||||||||||{ For estimation of the auxiliary model, we reserve the observations from the rst 26 weeks for forming lags, giving the data set fỹ t g 1709 t=?26 : Using this data set we estimated by maximum likelihood the parameters of the auxiliary SNP model f(yjx; ): For initial testing, we restrict K x = 0. Following the protocol of Bansal, Gallant, Hussey, and Tauchen (1995) , we nd L u = 3; L r = 4; K z = 4; I z = 3 for the tuning parameters. This model takes the form of an ARCH model with conditionally homogeneous non-Gaussian errors. The error density is modi ed Hermite density as discussed in Section 3 above. The polynomial P(v) is a quartic in v 2 < 3 with all interactions suppressed. We call the score from this t the Semiparametric ARCH Score, which is of length p = 60:
We use this auxiliary model for EMM estimation of various continuous time models of the term structure. We emphasize that EMM applied to a score from an SNP model constrained so that K x = 0 is consistent and asymptotically normal, so long as the underlying continuous time model is correctly speci ed (Gallant and Tauchen, 1996a) , albeit with a possible e ciency loss (Gallant and Long, 1997) . Some caveats are in order, though. Failure to t this score can, of course, be construed as sharp evidence against the continuous time model. However, for reasons discussed in Tauchen (1996) , successful tting of this score does not necessarily signal correct speci cation of the continuous time model.
The Yield-Factor Model and Extensions
Let X t denote a vector of fundamental economic factors. For reasons that will become clear as we move along, we take X t = (X 1t X 2t X 3t ) 0 as 3-dimensional, though almost everything holds for X t of arbitrary dimension. Du e and Kan (1993) Throughout, we interpret z 1=2 ; z 2 < 1 ; as the signed square root z 1=2 = sign(z)jzj 1=2 ; rather than follow Du e and Kan (1993) in restricting the state space to regions where the elements of v(X t ) are nonnegative. The use of the signed square root makes the di usion function globally de ned, which is of great convenience. It does mean that some parameters are identi ed only up to sign as discussed further below.
A key feature of this setup is that both the local mean function, 0 + 1 X t ; and the local variance function, 0 diag X t ] 0 0 ; are a ne in X t : Among other things, this feature simpli es bond pricing calculations. If the elements of X t are the yields on pure discount bonds, and if we take the yields themselves as the fundamental economic factors, then there exists a function A( ) on 0; 1) into < 1 and B( ) on 0; 1) into < 3 such that price at time t of a pure discount bond maturing at time t + is exp A( ) + B( ) 0 X t ]. Evidently, there are consistency relations between the parameters 0 ; 1 ; 2 ; 0 ; 1 ; and 2 and the A( ) and B( ); which are derived in Du e and Kan (1993) .
Our ten year interest rate is not the yield on a pure discount bond, so the pricing relations deduced in Du e and Kan (1993) do not hold directly. Nonetheless, the three interest rates are quite reasonably taken as fundamental factors determining the term structure. The Yield-Factor Model is a good starting point for tting continuous time models for these factors.
Imposing restrictions on 0 ; 1 ; and 2 leads to intuitively appealing speci cations of the di usion function of the Yield-Factor Model. In our empirical work, we estimate these speci cations using the method described in Section 2 above with 0 ; 1 left as as free.
The rst, and simplest speci cation is obtained by letting 0 be free, setting 1 = (1 1 1) 0 ; and setting 2 = I 3 ; which gives YF-Diagonal dX t = ( 0 + 1 X t )dt + 0 2 6 6 6 6 6 4
(1 + X 1t ) 1=2 0 0 0
(1 + X 2t ) 1=2 0 0 0 (1 + X 3t ) 1=2 3 7 7 7 7 7 5 dW t :
We call this the YF-Diagonal speci cation because the volatility factors depend on the separate interest rates, though 0 is not restricted to be diagonal. Instead of 1 = (1 1 1) 0 we could have set 1 = (0 0 0) 0 ; though in exploratory work it was found that some o set relative to zero ts better. Since the interest rates are measure as percentages ( For the YF-Premium speci cation, the overall level of interest rates a ects local volatility through X 1t as do the term premiums X 2t ? X 1t and X 3t ? X 1t . Since 0 is unrestricted, the level and term premiums a ect the local variance of all three yields. The third is the YF-General speci cation with 0 and 2 free along with 0 and 1 . 1 = (1 1 1) 0 remains as a normalization to achieve identi cation. The square root function in the the di usion function of the Yield-Factor Model ensures that the local variance is a ne in the elements of X t ; which simpli es bond pricing calculations. However, for short rates, both single-factor models and two-factor time deformation models that have a square root di usion function fare poorly in empirical applications (A tSahalia, 1996; Conley, Hansen, and Scheinkman, 1994; Koedijk, Nissen, Schotman, and Wol , 1995; Tauchen, 1996) . There is considerable evidence that values higher than 0.50 for the exponent are needed to accommodate to the data. These ndings motivate our considering the speci cation YF-Power dX t = ( 0 + 1 X t )dt + 0 2 6 6 6 6 6 4 ( 11 + 2; 1] X t ) 31 0 0 0 ( 12 + 2; 2] X t ) 32 0 0 0 ( 13 + 2; 3] X t ) 33 3 7 7 7 7 7 5 dW t where 0 is 3 1; 1 is 3 3; 0 is 3 3; 1 = 1 = (1 1 1) 0 ; and 2 is 3 3; and 3 is 3 1. Setting 3 = ( 1 2 1 2 1
2 ) 0 gives the YF-General model of Subsection 6.2. Analogous to the signed square root we use the signed power function z = sign(z)jzj for z; 2 < 1 :
Estimation
We employ the EMM method described in Section 2 to estimate these speci cations of the Yield-Factor Model and its extensions. Although the the likelihood function can be obtained in closed form when 3 = ( 1   2  1  2  1 2 ) 0 (Feller, 1971 ; Du e and Singleton, 1994), it is not available under the extensions we wish to examine. Also, unlike maximum likelihood, EMM provides diagnostics directly.
To we use an explicit order 2 weak as described in Section 4 above. For this work, time t is scaled so the interval t; t + 1] is one week and n 0 = 10; which implies the simulation step size is = 0:10:
||||||||||||{ Table 7 about here ||||||||||||{ Table 7 summarizes the main results. As can seen be seen from the table, YF-Diagonal and YF-Premium models fare poorly as does the YF-General. The models are sharply rejected. Table 8 about here ||||||||||||{ Table 8 provides insight as to what goes wrong. The Table shows quantiles of the unconditional distributions of the observed three interest rates along with those implied by the estimated models. The speci cations YF-Diagonal, YF-Premium, and YF-General can accommodate the left tails of the distributions but fail to account for the skewness in the right tails. The Yield-Factor Model does not generate su cient periods of high interest rates relative to those of the data.
||||||||||||{
This, along with previous ndings such as A t-Sahalia (1996) and Tauchen (1996) using univariate short-rate data, suggests that the YF-Power speci cation with exponents above 0.50 should perform better. On the other hand, the results of Conley, Hansen, and Scheinkman (1994) suggest that the exponent is above 0.50 for federal funds, but not Treasury Bills. The middle part of Table 7 reports the concentrated objective function for YFPower speci cations with the exponents restricted to a common value, 31 = 32 = 33 = ; = 0:60; 0:70; 0:80; 0:90: These speci cations come closer to tting the Semiparametric ARCH score, with the best t at = 0:70; though the model is still rejected at conventional signi cance levels. If the common-value restriction on the exponents is maintained but treated as a free parameter, then the objective function is quite at in the region 0.70{0.75, with the point estimate being 0.706 and the objective value hardly improves (YF-PowerEqual in Table 7 ). Treating 1 ; 2 ; and 3 as three free parameters (YF-Power-Free), provides little improvement, suggesting that the separate exponents are not sharply estimated. Table 8 indicates that the YF-Power speci cations do better than the basic Yield Factor models in terms of capturing the right skewness of the unconditional distribution of the interest rates. For exponents of 0.70, 0.80, and 0.90 the speci cations do quite well in matching the 95% quantile but overpredict somewhat the 99% quantile.
For the interest rate di usions considered here, the vector ? ?1 1 0 contains the steadystate interest rates where the drift vector vanishes. The left side of Table 9 reports the point estimates of the steady-state rates, ?^ ?1 1^ 0 ; which all appear reasonable relative to the unconditional distribution of the data reported in the top row of Table 8 .
The eigenvalues of 1 govern mean dynamics. A very robust nding is three real negative eigenvalues, with two of the eigenvalues being very close to zero and the third being much more negative. The right side of Table 9 reports the implied half-lives, arranged in ascending order, associated with the three eigenvalues. The two larger half lives lie between 104{232 weeks, i.e., on the order of 2{4 years, while the smallest is around 4 weeks, i.e., a month. This pattern suggests two extremely persistent factors along with a third, very transient factor, that together drive the predictable portion of the term structure.
||||||||||||{ Table 9 Wald standard errors are obtained from diagonal elements of the estimated variancecovariance matrix of the asymptotic normal distribution of the EMM estimator. Criterion di erence intervals are obtained by inverting the criterion di erence test L as described in Section 2. The preferred model is described in Subsection 5.3 and shown as model SD-S1.4-CH-FSV-A, Score=NN, N = 150k; in Tables 3 through 5 . Shown are raw quantiles from an order 1 strong scheme simulation of length N; which re ect di erences in shape, location, and scale. 
